Genetic polymorphism at the 5' regulatory region of multidrug resistance 1 (MDR1) and its association with interindividual variation of expression level in the colon.
The multidrug resistance 1 (MDR1) is a key molecule in determining not only the resistance of cancer cells to anticancer agents but also the disposition of a variety of drugs in intestinal and other tissues. However, the mechanism underlying interindividual variations in levels of MDR1 activity and expression in various tissues remains unclear. We analyzed the nucleotide sequence polymorphisms in the 5' upstream regulatory region of the gene spanning 4 kb from the transcriptional start site of MDR1 and tried to identify any associations between polymorphisms and MDR1 expression. Within that region, we identified eight single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the region in the Japanese population. Of the SNPs identified, -2410T>C, -1910T>C, and 692T>C were in perfect linkage disequilibrium. In normal colorectal mucosa, diplotypes at the region showed more significant association with the expression level of MDR1 mRNA than each SNP did. In an in vitro reporter assay, transcription activity of the minor-type construct carrying haplotypes 2 and 3 was significantly lower than that of the major-type construct carrying haplotype 1. We next identified two DNA binding proteins: one protein bound to the nucleotide sequence carrying -692T but not to that carrying -692C and another bound to the nucleotide sequence carrying -2352G but three times weaker than that carrying -2352A. This suggested the significance of SNP at -692 and -2352 of MDR1 in variable expression in the colon interindividually. This is the first report connecting SNPs and interindividual variety of MDR1 expression rationally.